
14 Reasons Retailers Need to Upgrade 

    ISS45 Version 8
  REPORTING FLEXIBILTY

ISS45 V8 provides the user a broader range of reporting options compared to V7 which limits 
users to seven predefined buckets.  Because V8 uses SQL and Crystal Reports, the reporting can 
be at any date range.  This enhances the user’s ability to pull the data they need based on their 
requirements and not the systems.

 TRUNO USER HOOKS

V8 affords the use of addtional TRUNO developed user hooks.  Some of these include: Customer 
Item Injection, and TRUNO WatchKeeper.  Althought some TRUNO WatchKeeper features are 
available through V7, not all are compatible.

 ADVANCED PROMOTIONS

V8 has the most comprehensible promotions engine in the industry.  In fact, promotions are 
virtually unlimited with V8.  Users have the ability to stack promotions; a single item can be placed 
on multiple promotions. 

 CHECKOUT BANKS

Checkout banks allow retailers to separate specific registers into their own categories.  This allows 
items to have a different prices, promotions, auto loan amounts, auto logoff times/choices and 
taxes all of which are assigned by the register.  

 EXPANDED TOUCH MENUS

In V8 the touch menus are expandable to thirty five buttons.  This allows the cashier more visibility 
to additional items on the same screen which reduces the numbers of touches on the screen.

 CUSTOM REPORTING

SQL allows for much easier custom reporting.  With stronger accessibility to data the user is 
provided with a greater flexibility to create the desired reports. 

 INTERACTIVE DUAL TOUCH

V8 allows for a customer facing secondary touch screen which can be interactive.  Things like HTML 
videos, games and item injection can be projected to the customer allowing them to interact with 
the transaction.
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 USER DEFINED BACK OFFICE ACCESS

With V8, retailers can define the information or screens certain users can access.  For example, an 
office clerk can only access cashier reporting, but the owner will have access to everything.  This 
feature also ties into audit reporting and tracking changes in the system.

 WINDOWS

V8 is designed to look and function similar to Windows.  This allows for simplified training and 
integration to other products.  

 ENHANCEMENTS

V8 is the go forward product of ISS45.  Any new features added to the system are developed for 
V8 only.  Some examples of these new V8 exclusive features include: Fuel , Retalix Loyalty, InMar 
and E-Receipt.

 FLEXIBILITY OF CONFIGURATION

While we try to limit the various configurations available, V8 has a variety of configuration points to 
allow larger retailers to customize their system.  

 CUSTOM DEVELOPMENT

User requested custom development is easier in V8 based on their SQL architecture.  By 
simplifying this process, the cost and time to deliver to the end user is reduced.

 SELF-CHECKOUT

V8 provides a simplified interface to different self-checkout units.

 eWIC

All development for online WIC (e-WIC) is developed around V8 and Connected Payments.

ABOUT TRUNO, RETAIL TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Truno is the national leader in integrated technology solutions focused solely on the retail 
industry. With over 35 years of experience and innovation, 3,000 customers sites, unmatched 
customer service and a world-class network of partners — Truno delivers retailers secure, stable 
and integrated technology solutions enabling them to navigate through an environment of ever-
changing regulation, competition and technology.

Do you have today’s technology?

truno.com
800.657,7108
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